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<p>Eight Eleven Group, LLC dba Brooksource &amp; dba Medasource &amp; dba Calculated Hire-&nbsp;is the right
choice for recruiting the talent you need to achieve your business objectives for several reasons. First, we are
calculated. What does that mean to you? Being calculated means more than just being deliberate. We take our time,
do our research, and never make a move without a plan. We believe success does not happen without years of
experience, a broad base of connections, and the power to pull from a national pool of talent for your local needs. Our
dedication to each client throughout the entire engagement is the best part of our reputation. We like to compare our
completion and attrition rates to the national average. &bull; 94% of our engagements result in completion &bull; Our
attrition rates beat the national average by more than 10% We are dedicated to our service after the placement,
providing you with additional resources and consultation as needed. We assist in training and are your behind-the-
scenes support for ongoing management of talent and projects. Our goal is to help both clients and consultants feel
confident and comfortable so they can perform at their absolute best. Think of us as your right hand throughout the
entire engagement. There are a lot of companies out there who can help find you talent, but we do more than that. As
much as we would like everything to work out perfectly, hiccups happen. That is why we stay with you and your team,
even after placing talent to ensure everyone is happy, comfortable, and meeting expectations. We do not disappear
if/when things get a little rocky. We strategize on how to make them better and take action. We are here for the long
haul to answer questions, find additional resources, assist in training, help navigate if things get tough, and will always
be your go-to for effective, creative solutions.</p>
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

230703 Staffing Services 09/30/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230703

Caleb Wilson Capture Manager (314) 315-0010 bids@eightelevengroup.com

Daniel Florer National Vertical (502) 710-0067 dflorer@calculatedhire.com

CONTACTS BY CONTRACTS


